
The master of the art.

Superior craftsmanship equals devastating performance 

Unlike many other audio equipment manufacturers, Melco does not simply repackage a PC computer board into Hi-fi 
casework and power supply, to create a Hi-Res digital music source component. Each unit is designed from the 

ground up, solely to provide the ultimate High Resolution audio performance. Melco is the world’s first audiophile 
grade source component to access, store and deliver Hi-Res Digital Music without the compromise of computer 
hardware and peripherals. Melco is the de-facto standard, regularly used by leading audio manufacturers to 

showcase their devices. Melco is award-winning Japanese craftsmanship.

N1ZH  /  N1ZS

www.melco-audio-masters.com

N1ZS20/2A  (2TB SSD with Melco SSD Data Management Hardware) – N1ZH60 (6TB SFF HDD) 
are both a development of the original N1Z series to further advance sound quality, especially for 
USB-DAC users. A dedicated Neutrik USB2.0 port connects to older USB DACs for optimum 
sound quality, leaving the faster USB3.0 ports for fast, Easy Music Import and Easy CD Import. 
Internally, there is further fine-tuning to further reduce internal noise and data jitter, including 
new screening materials, new advanced components, and a new capacitor bank to isolate the 
two internal Medical Grade power supplies, which now connect to the mains with a higher 
current, 3 pole IEC connector with true grounding and inline EMC filtering. 

Whether SSD or SFF HDD, there is a new massive, non-magnetic vibration and isolation 
system with the HDDs contained within an isolated compartment in the N1Z. The unique 
Melco Dedicated Player Ethernet Port, in addition to LAN port is, of course, maintained 
so that users of Ethernet Streamers can enjoy all the Melco sound quality benefits.
 Recently added functionality includes Direct Hi-Res downloading from HighResAudio.com 
which avoids possible file errors. Also TIDAL and and Qobuz Sublime+ Hi-Res streaming and 
simplified Internet Radio. Plus USB 3.0 ports on the rear make for Easy Backup, Easy Expansion, 
Easy Music Import and Easy CD Import.


